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LAWRENCE 
ASSUMES SGA PRESIDENCY 
As everyone knows, before city councilor. [As a result,] 1 the closed-circuit television sys-
finals last semester Denis Law- have been in politics ever since 1 tern, advocated by Lawrence in 
rence won the election for First was about 7 years old and I know his campaign, is ready to be 
Vice President of the Student what it takes to run an organiza- hooked up in the commuter cafe. 
Government Association over tion because I've been there .. .In The system will advertise school 
S.G.A. Senator Ralph Plotke. high school I was involved in activities during the day. Furth-
Since Da.vid Carreiro has gradu- politics. I was a member of the ermore, the Commuter Coali-
ated, Denis Lawrence assumed student government association ti on (of which Lawrence is a 
the office of President after he at New Bedford High School. 1 founding member), will be an 
was sw.orn in at the January 22 was alternate student represen- organized club by next fall. 
meeting of the Senate. On the tative to the New Bedford In ,discussing the parking 
same day THE COMMENT School Committee. I was soph- situation, however,· Lawrence 
interviewed President Lawrence more class President. I was Vice stressed that this is a long-range 
on issues concerning the elec- President of the Student Con- plan and that people should not 
tion, the issues that affect the gress ... First Vice President of expect overnight solutions. He 
student body, and his intentions the Drama Club .. .I believe those has taken an unconditional 
as President. [charges] were false accusations. stand against the new policy of 
Speaking positively about the What he was using as a ground resident women being forced to 
election, Lawrence had nothing· was experience on this Sena- park at Swenson Fields, with the 
but praise for Sen. Plotke's cam- te ... You should have experience expectation that they will walk 
paign, calling it a clean race in in what goes on outside of back to their dorms after getting 
comparison to "talk from pre- B.S.C. . .I feel they [the accusa- out of work later at night. (This 
President Adrian Rondileau is February 6, at 7:30 p.m. in the vious campaigns." Later he tions] were not justifiable. Evi- issue is now in committee). He 
engaged to wed Mrs. Mary Maxwell Library Lecture Hall 1 addressed the poor lighting dent I y my constituents also told THE COMMENT that 
Hamblen after Commencement when "The China Experience: . situation on campus, a tenet of be\ieve ... that this Senate expe- he has spoken to Vice President 
this Spring. Mrs. Hamblen has Opportunities .for Exchange of Bob Franco's platform in his rience was not the point. As far Deep about the commuter park-
been the Director of the Faculty and Students" will be unsuccessful primary hid for 1 'st as his experience, he has only ing situation and . has been 
)~q;+>\onal 'flax r.rm.e1.~xr1 ill, ',;~tc~"'l'Ij~,f~;j~iltJ,~ .~slide V.p. Lawrencec~~,lled it a ••t~ood h('en on the Senate thTee month:;; informed of "prnh\em~ with tar-
mouth smce its ·inception w co'ns1stmg;of~!ioTI?'S•take:n. · • p~~:t .. ';;<>~,, ~~~~~:~ ... ;fJJe:Ji4~f~ ~a' 1{t11C>ff ':~b.~l:l me:;~.· .·:;.:.,::. <; .. •.• ·.· .;::.~i:i'.~9& •~I 
two decades ag,o. In a recent bul- last Sept~mber when RdndUeau ,, saidthat he wiJl.·c;;~>ntact bqth the. . ' Moving cm io fssut1s. c;"if·<tbe: ·~<If~. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . 
lentin, Presid~nt Rornl ileau headed''3. delegation representing a'dministratfon and th<! Campus c"mpaign, Lawrence reiterated •···Vice President Deep ·and the 
expressed his gratitude to the_ . Bridgewater State College in a Police concerning this problem. many of his statements and administration are looking into 
Bridgewater State College fam- visit to Shanxi Teachers Univer- Lastly, concerning the election promises from before Christ- it and when they get their report 
ily for their best wishes and sity in th~ Peoples Republic of itself, Lawrence answered mas. Newsletters to commuters to me, I'll keep the students 
support. China. Look for more details on Plotke's charges that he lacked and residents on S.G.A. matters informed on what's going on. I 
President Rondi1eau and his this event in the next issue of the experience to be president will be forthcoming to keep stu- will be in constant contact wit~ 
fiancee will meet with members THE COMMENT. saying, "I did not find myself at a dents informed. For the benefit Vice President Deep." 
of the College Community for Tim Driscoll lack of experience ... My Dad is a of commuters, he has talked with Another issue in the campaign 
the fir$t time on Wednesday, representative of the 13'th Bris..; Student Union Director Dr. was the attempt by the S.G.A. to 
tol District. Before that he was a Rick Veno, who told him that use student money for an exclu-
pg. 3 
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COMMENT STAFF NEEDED 
MEETINGS TUES.11:00 COMMENT OFFICE 
NEW COMMENT 
In the last general meeting of The Comment held in 
December, Carrie Kulick, a senior Speech Communica-
tions major, was elected to the position of Editor-In-
Chief for the Spring semester 1985. Plans for the new 
changes at The Comment include: Expanded coverage of 
world, national, and local news, a "Living" section, feat-
uring general and human interest articles, and a complete 
in-:depth look at college and professional sports, includ-
ing BSC Bears, NCAA, and college intramurals. 
Additions to The Comment staff include Tim Driscoll, 
a senior History·major as Managing Editor, and Cisco 
Meneses, a senior Marketing/ Advertising major, as the 
· newspaper's Busines~ Manager. 
The writing staff numbers more than fifteen memb~rs, 
with new students joining daily. Carrie "looks forward to 
a productive and successful semester." 
Staff positions are still available to all BSC students 
interested. Stop by our offices, located next to the Book-
store on the first floor of the Student Union, or attend 
one of our meetings. Comment meetings are held Tues,.. 
days and Thursdays in the inner office at 11:00 a.m. Stop 
by if you are interested. 
Tony Fagen 
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2 The Comment Monday, January 28, 1985 
FSC BANS ALCOHOL 
letters to the editor ••• WHAT IT MEANS FOR BSC 
I'm a Computer Science major 
in the last semester of my final 
year taking 18 credits and need-
ing 18 credits to graduate. 
It's Mondav, Januarv 21, and decided January 7 to impose the key responsibilities on the part 
you're up at· the Hili. You're ban in response to a rash of of the Administration. They are: 
watching News Center 5 at I I. minor fires and false alarms last 1. The Administration must 
Drugs and weapons in schools· have been a pressing problem Dickie has just told you it's the fall. (Noyes confirmed the UPI take great pains to house stu-
throughout the 1980,s. 'As a coldest night of the winter. Even statement when contacted by dents 21 and older in residence 
result of a 6_3 U.S. Supreme though the heat doesn't work too THE COMMENT.) halls other than Shea/Durgin. Court vote last week, searches well, you remember the cold So it's back to the days of On campus housing, especially 
Imagine my surprise when my. are allowed· without a warrrant wind biting your face when you Hoover and Prohibition at FSC. for males is insufficient. Even 
Cs loo (Intro. to Coputer h were coming back from class and But that's Framingham. The see- Scott Hall--the last great bastion w en there is reason to suspect 
Science) Professor informed me, drugs or weapons. you're glad to be inside. Then, as nario could easily recur here at for male upperclassmen--has 
in the middle of dass,I may not The current guidelines that are is common in these circumstan- Bridgewater State under similar begun to house females. Instal-
get credit for this course. "Mav used by school departments fol- ces, the fire alarm goes off. Eve- circumstances. ling co-ed facilities in Wood 
not""?, I asked. He suggested I g~ low police procedures. In light of ryone figures it was some drunk The drinking age will be 21 and/ or Pope Halls might solve 
to see the Chairman of the Com- the new ruling, a revised list of: kid, and that may be. next semester, and there will be the problem of housing males--
puter Science Department. So. guidelines is being drawn up. Framingham State College few, if any, students legally who are legally allowed to con-
feeling like a second grader being Teacher Bob Smith of the East had this problem last semester, allowed to consume alcohoniv- sume alcohol--in a building 
sent to the Principal's office I Bridgewater school system feels except it became an epidemic. ing at the Hill. In fact, there have where they can exerc;ise this 
proceeded to the chairman's that the ruling is a good one. "It False alarms and, eventually, been rumors on campus that privilege. 
office. Once there, he informed will serve as a deterrent since stu- small fires plagued the dorms, so Shea/ Durgin, the underclass- 2.lf the Hill is going to be alce>-
me that certain Groups and dents will think twice about what the Administration took action. men dorm, will be goin "dry" hol free next semester, students 
Companies offer Accreditation they are doing. because they have According to UPJ, Framingham next semester. No one can fault returning to Shea/ Durgin next 
to the Comuter Science program the constant threat of being State banned alcohol from dor- Student services--on legal semester should be notified of 
and the fact that a Computer searched hanging over their mitories in reaction to growing grounds--for considering, or the change this semester. A letter 
Science Major was taking an heads. At the same time I feel rowdiness in the residence halls. even implementing, such a pol- in the mail during the summer 
easy introductory programming that evervone is entitled to their The Vice President for Student icy. But a policy change of this break is no way to justly notify 
course would not look good for privacy.',- Services, Wendy Noyes, said she magnitude would entail some students of a policy change of 
the College. He also stated the Privacy is the magic word. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~•this magn~ude. It~ simply not 
fact that Computor Science Many people feel that the new l • • d fair. Although an announcement 
Majors taking CS 100 was unfair ruling is an invasion of privacy. 0 ICY ev 1se of this kind will be taken with 
to the non-majors and the policy As a democratic nation, we pride regret by students, it would also 
would rrohnbl) be changed. Dr. and build ourselves on our con- install repect for the Administra-
Abramson suggested an english stitution. Amendment ·1v to the Changes in the "Judicial only a few hours, if that much, to ti on for being open, honest, and 
course or two I might enjoy tak- constitution states that: Procedures and All College Poli- get what was needed from her- up-front .with the students. Any 
ing, making it clear I should get 'The right of the people to be cies" section of the New Dimen- · /his room and leave. Now a stu- other means of notification 
out of CS 100. secure in their persons, houses, sions Student Handbook were . dent must be notified in writing would be unfair. 
Now l 'm the first to admit that papers and effects against unrea- approved by the Board of Trus- by the Housing Director, and · 3.The Administration should 
Cs 100 will be an easv course for sonsable searches and seizures, tees at their January, 1985 meet- will have 7 days from the date on not hold the ax of prohibition 
me (at least as e~sv as the shall not be violated, and no ing and are now in effect. The .the letter or 48 hours after her- over the throats of the rest of the 
Beginner Basketball a~d Vollev- warrants shall issue, but upon changes accepted had been /his appeal process ·has termi- campus. It is natural for students 
ball <.:la:;ses I Look for credit la~t probable cause, supported by endorsed by a nine member nated to vacate the dormitory. to feel that if the Hill is going 
semester) but I feel it will be~at oath or affirmation, and particu- panel of students made up of Further the suspension poli- "dry", then what next? Pope? 
least as .demanding and at least larly describing the place to be representatives from the S.G.A., cies for alcohol and drug viola- Scott? The apartments? The 
as relevent as the activity courses searched, and the person or the Student Union Board of tions have ben put into writing. Administration must avoid 
I could have taken. I had heard things to be seiztd." Governors', and the Resident The text reads as follows: threats of a dry campus as a 
rumors that one professor asked Frank Bonr 18, a senior at Hall Council, reviewed by the "L. Resident Hall Alcohol Pol- means to control students. Such 
all Computor Science Majors to Boston Latin High ~l:li~Qll,said staff in Student. ~ervices, an? icy:. Rem~ence :h~U .. ~ •. s.tu.9e'Q.ts t~reats would foster the con-
---iifel:"l:sr1s:"to~rmt1S"h"'(re:-:a'.5'"t,.e'OnO'ed"C'T'::trsor.cT"irn"c~u.,la"'lt~erra~""e,M·e!'l::nl'W'a-a:Jn.a"-n'1irttortrit.i\l;iasts~th11:emr:rtigfh~tt:trto"'."', ... """1etfat-fuMi.~T~hae-y~co-llm!..;e~a>ds~aJJ.t.r....:eRsu.AJ;ltldlof-..fA~lc~o,t:lh~o""'1~Blie.i1v;;:;.e~::~·:~~~~~1 ~y~bJ..e-....~....;.e,ffi*}1~!tt1~~1~~~e1H b~~}{u~~tJ~.r~-
letter among his colleagues stat- search." procedures enforced in the past sus.t?ended from the residence beneficial to both sides if the 
ing that these students did not And Steven Golas 22, of Pax- which may have resulted in den- halls for a period of seven days. banning of al coho I at 
deserve a good recommendation ton stated that, ."If administra- ying students their right to due M. Drug. Suspension Policy: Shea/ Durgin--or the threat 
because" they were taking an easy tors can search through lockers process. Students who violate the Drug there of--be restricted to · that 
course. Imagine four years of and invade the students privacy, The most sign.ificant changes Policy are subject to disciplinary particular facility, 
hard work for naught because a students should be able to go occur in the Resident Alcohol action including immediate tern- If the case should arise, ad her-
-pg. 3 · and Drug Policy. Until these porary suspension from facilities ing to these suggestions would be 
Coming back to a snow-' pg. 3 changes were implemented, a and/ or the College pending the a· prudent course of action for 
blanketed campus, one is not I am really disgusted at the lack student found guilty .of violating outcQme of.judicial procedings." the Administration. It would 
quickly reminded of the spring of snow removal here on the 'the policy.was immediately sus- A section on suspension promote an atmosphere of open 
days whicn lie ahead--days BSC campus. It's abhorable! We pended from all resident facili- procedures has also been added comm uni cation between 
which hold in store, among the the student body pay hundreds · ties on campus. Once notified, to the Handbook. This section Boyden Hall and the student 
promise of rebirth, my own gra- of dollai:s each semester in tui- she/ he was sometimes given allows for the immediate tern- body. 
duation day. Although I was tion and fees for quality educa- pg. rn 
worried ·as to what my senior tion and services. The education t•••••••••••••••••••••••mmm••••••••••••••• 
Kevin Dwyer 
year might be like, armed with is here, but what about the servi-
preconceived notions of neurotic ces? Over a week has gone by 
tendencies and a shield of hope, I since the last snowfall and not 
remained in the battle. I remain one shovel has been lifted to 
still--and a little braver for wear, clean the walkways or to plow 
I might add. What amazes me the parking lots. Why is this? 
now, however, is the armor I Who is . responsible to do this 
have worn. work?. If the grass is cut in the 
Somewhere back in Sep- summer (when few people are on 
tember, when leaves were busy campus). by some "maintenance 
falling off of 'trees, there was a people", why aren't they here to 
certain group of people busy shovel or plow in the winter 
asking each senior they encoun- when the campus is at capacity? 












John J. Beaton,Jr. 
Timothy Driscoll 
Francisco J. Meneses 
Art Walker 
Dave Cormier 
·to do with ther rest of their lives. forced to drive into a par king lot 
(I don't know where they came where the presence of snow and 
from or who sent them, but they ice dramatically increase the risk 
came in hordeL.) They eventu- of personal injury and fender 
ally made their way to me and benders. The parking lines can 11------------------~------................... ________ _ 
wanted to know what field I was only be estimated at best. 
going into,did I have a job yet, a After we cross· a snowy-icy- S~aff: Tony Fagen, J?ou~las B.enson, Roger Spring, Kristina Rob- Business Manager 
place to stay, a car, wb.at was I slushy lot we face snowy-icy- bms, Joan~e Pasqum:th, Deidr~ Dillm~n, Sandy.Scoppettoulo, Francisco J. Meneses 
going to eat for breakfast the day slushy walkways. No steps have El~en Harnish, Pammie Berkovits, Kevm Dwyer, Laurie Vespa, 
after graduation. · been cleared. The Student Union Mike Story, Mark Avery;Peggy Hayes, Phil MacDougall Greg Advertising Manager 
And the~ were serious. steps were simply a sheet of ice. Mathis, David Spuria, Dan Darcy ' Roberta Bena 
Somewhere along the line Its obvious that the administra- r------------------...---~-----...JL-.... --~~..;_:_ .... ____ _ 
though, I never worried abou tion's definition of snow removal 
the answers to those questiorn is sunshine and student 'traffic. 
before, I guess I thought I ought That is a highly irresponsible 
to be serious, too, so I played the position. The Boar..d of Regents· 
game. I did 'not remain in the sho-uld be jubilant that noboc'fy 
present moment very much, I slipped, broke an ankle, and 
enjoyed a few sleepless nights, I then sued the pants off the State. 
entertained terrible foreboding The extreme inconvenience 
thoughts concerning my future- and potential danger is not the 
and. when I was tired of all of only side of issue. What sand and 
-· pg.3 -:· salt that has been tossed on the 
. pg~ 31 
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Lawrence 
pg. l 
sive S.G.A. party. Lawrence 
opposed the party on the basis 
that if clubs could not have pri-
vate affairs using student money, 
then neither could the S.G.A. It 
has been pointed out, however, 
that the annual S.G.A. banquet 
is funded similarly. After Law-
rence was presented with these 
facts he responded, "Yes, it is. 
And no, it's not anymore ... The 
, banquet will not be funded by 
student money. I will not allow 
that. If the Senate passes that 
motion, I will veto it. But they · 
have the right to override ... I am 
dead-set against spending the 
student's money on food ... If it 
does [happen] it will not be my 
~use l will fight it. it will 
be the Senate's fault." He later 
added,"Let me break it down so 
it doesn't come out so negative. 
If a majority of the Senators pass 
it, then we will have to sit down 
and talk abouit it. .. Like I said, 
I'm a.gainst it." 
pg. 2 cs 100 
student had the audacity to try 
and take an easy course their 
final semester. 
The more I thought about 
going through drop/ add, buying 
another book and trying to find 
a worthwhile class that was not 
full, the madder I got. I couldn't 
figure out how a department 
could change policies one week 
into the semester, inconviencing 
me and several other students. I 
decided to see the Dean of Aca-
demic Affairs, Dr. Madry-
Taylor. The Dean heard me out 
and stated that I had every right 
to stay in the class and if I did I 
would receive three credits. She 
further stated that the way a 
Department informs students of 
restrictions or requirements for a 
particular course is. through the 
Course Off cring or College 
Catalogs. This seems a lot more 
logical (at least to me) than 
informing students on their 
fourth class meeting, "You may 
not get credits for this". 
This reporter also questioned 
Lawrence on what he intends to 
do in the executive office. He 
stated that since he is coming 
·into office halfway through the 
year he recognizes that he has 
many problems to clean up from 
past administrations. He cites 
the misuse of funds as a serious 
problem. Yet, Lawrence 
expressed a distinct ambition to 
make the entire S. G .A. run more 
smoothly. He will be using the 
committee system, as he advo-
cated during his campaign. As 
explained by Lawrence, the 
committees will disperse prob-
lems to groups of Senators in an 
attempt to solve them, instead of 
the system in the past when 
problems were piled on the presi-
udent's desk. ·The · committees 
must submit reports weekly, 
Lawrence said, and he will meet 
with the executive board chair-
persons on a bi-weekly basis. He 
believes this will make the 
S.G.A. run more efficiently. He 
to prevent the same mess occur-
ing next semester, I suggest the 
Computer Science Department 
change ~·Open to all majors" in 
the Fall Course Offering Catalog 
to "Open to all majors except 
Computer Science" for CS 100. 
Patrick McGlynn 
pg.2 Coming back 
shed a joyful tear or two at gra-
duation, and, yes--l will proba-. 
bly have all the answers to all of 
your ·questions soon after that. 
In the midst of uncertainty, how-
ever, it is· nice to know that we 
are all still capable of being 
transformed; that although the 
world persists in its societal 
games, it is still our reltionships 
with others that matter most. 
Here's to love, my friends ... 
Here's to Spring! 
Brenda Comeau· 
pg. 2 Disgusted 
snow and not shoveled is affect-
ing us below.the ankle.as well as 
below the belt. Have you noticed 
In conclusion, I plan to stay in 
CS 100 and hope this letter is not 
too late to convince others in the 
same boat that they need not feel 
pressured to dn:>p a course they 
have every right to take. I also 
felt compelled to write this letter 
to inform students in general 
that there are rules that even the 
. departments must follow. If you 
feel you have a legitimate gripe 
maybe you too could find some-
one who seems to care about stu-
dent problems as much as Dean 
·. the floors in the' classrooms? 
Mud, dirt, sand, slush, and pud-
dles of water everywhere. Look 
at your shoes! I have water/salt 
marks all over every pair of 
shoes I've worn to school. I don't 
dare wear my good leather shoes 
out of fear that they would be 
destroyed before I reached my 
first class! The custodians have 
done yeomans work trying to 
clean the floors in the uniori,but 
its like trying to put out a fire 
with a squirtgun. I'm almost 
ready to propose a class-action 
· Madry-Taylor. Finally. in order 
Monday, January 28, 1985 The Comment 3 
has also appointed a cabinet of 
five nonvoting"lay people" to be 
briefed on the issues and provide 
other viewpoints for him. He 
also plans to discourage the 
clique interests and to encourage (41iiiiii 
the Senators to work. Further-
more, with the sponsoring of a 
Senator, any reasonable request 
by any student organization will 
be put on the agenda. 
As for himself, President Law-
rence repeated many times that 
his door is always open to his 
fellow students. He has prom-
ised to do polling to learn stu-
dent opinion. He stat~d that on 
issues such as tuition increases, 
financial aid, and program fund-
ing, he will speak on behalf of the 
students. When asked if he 
would use his contacts, which 
include his father, and their 
influence in the State House to 
achieve his goals, Lawrence 
replied:' My father is [only] one 
of my contacts -among other-
s ... Yes, because that's the only 
way to get things done. I will 
inform the administration of 
what's being done, as I have in 
the past.. .If it is meant to benefit 
us, I would do it." He justifies his 
position with, "If the necessary 
step is in contacting someone 
you know at a higher level to get 
something done on the students' 
behalf, you have to do it. I'm 
going to do it, ... if it is going to 
get something done for us." 
The new president also 
touched. upon the issues of the 
hou~ngshortageand the book-
store, admitting that problems 
exist, but he did not discuss any 
specific actions he will take at 
this time. In the case of handi-
capped access, he said that the 
administration was looking into 
the situation and that the S.G .A. 
has expressed it's opinion several 
times. 
In closing, President Deni$ . 
La~rence woµld like to openly 
thank all of the· yoters and his 
campaign staff. Says Denis 
enthusiastically,"A change has 
)een a long time coming, and it's 
here!" 
Michelle Lombardo 
suit against BSC and the State of 
Massachusetts for damages 
done to person~! property. 
I would like to take this opportunity to recognize those individ-
uals whose blood, sweat, and tears I feel have gone unrecognized 
for th~ past ye~r and a half. If it wasn't for the hard work of Greg 
Mathis, Debbie Santheson, Audrey Little, John Beaton, Kim 
Murphy, Ed Donahue, Stuart Gardner and Roberta Bena, The 
Comment might not be in existence. 
Whether you felt good, bad or indifferent toward The Com-
ment last semester, no one can question their dedication and 
genuine concern for the college community. To those students (e~pecially Stuart Gardner, who has been exceptionally patieni 
with me), and Roberta Bena, The Comment secretary, I offer my 
thanks and the highest respect for a job well done!!! I hope that we 
as the new Comment Staff can carry on the great tradition begun 
by those who went (in my opinion), above and beyond the call of 
duty. 
Presently, if you haven't noticed already, The Comment is 
staffe?. by an alm~st entirely new group of individuals. The per-
sonalities and uniqueness of these individuals has sparked an 
en~husiasm I fee~ will flame into a superior newspaper. Along with 
this new enthusiasm comes a new format, new sections, and a 
different set of expectations from both the staff and the reader. 
We as a staff have worked extremely hard to produce for you the 
vcr~ best newspaper that we knew how. ln the process we have 
enriched ourselves with new friendships and a sense of 
community. 
,Jfypy,U~f!_,ou Jj 
SOJ)1i"tp·mg.·a~1. , .. ·. ,;: ;ffV' : 
new perspectives. Affdr . . . . ·... . e opportun1t to 
develop. your interests and ·talents. Feel free to drop off ar·ticles 
and suggestiqns. We invite all students to our meetings on Tues;. 
day and Thursday at 11 :00. We hope to see you there. 
(Thanks for your interest-Have a good day!!!). 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
"Cruisin" 
This blatant negligence of the . 
administration to this problem 
must stop. We have a right to As I was coming home from a of the drunk driving cha~ge, Mr. 
have clean sidewalks,parking friend's house last Wednesday 'Lacasse was totally irresposible 
lots and classrooms. If we are evening at about 12: 15 a.m., I for speeding and running the 
denied this simple. and basic , witnessed a fatal car accident. light-in a hurry to go nowhere. 
right, something is seriously Even though I arrived at the What a high price to pay for neg-
wrong with the system. scene a few seconds after the ligence that could have been 
Veronica T . . Bizinkauskas fact, I could tell that the situa- avoided by a simple step on the 
tion was bleak. brake. 
pg. 2 Drugs Ruth Burroughs, a 57 year old At the scc;:ne, Lacasse lay on 
that, I at least thought up some Weymouth woman, was driving the ground between the two 
interesting answers to those from the South Shore Plaza snarled wrecks, his lip nearly 
often asked questions. when she w~s sfruck broadside · severed, blood everywhere. 
All of that energy spent and on the driver's door. She was Obviously in a state of shock, he 
still all was not right with the pronounced dead at Quincy City kept asking about the conditon 
world. Somehow, funny as it Hospital. Robert Lacasse, 19, of of the woman he had just 
sounds, I have never been overly Holbrook was the driver of the slammed into. Things were so 
concerned about meeting those other car. He was charged with much different only minutes 
basic needs--food,shelter, even vehicular homicide, speeding, before. Now two families and 
work enough to survive--and I driving to endanger, failure to countless friends will be suffer-
have lived on my own for a few stop for a red light, driving an ing for Lacasse's poor judgment · 
years before returning to college. unregistered and uninsured vehi-. for years to come. 
. Now--this being my last year to cle and drunk driving. Witnesses Next time your "cruising" and 
enjoy--was certainly no time to said he never stopped. approach an intersection 
begin a different pattern of Because Lacasse chose to ·remember this tragic story. His 
· thinking. Somehow if you work .br~ak the law, Mrs.' Burroughs something 11.l never forget. 
hard and remain honest in what , can no longer watch her two Tim Driscoll 
you do, life has a way of fating grandchildren grow. Regardless 
~op~~T~~~q~~o~~I~•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
-the same ones who missed the 
leaves falling off the trees last the story of a genuine change of 
Septemer--would call that philo- . heart--a transformation of my 
sophy ·foolish. I suppose it is very being.:-from the person who 
simply against my nature to ·get I was t_o the person I have 
in the way of life's unfolding. .become. The people I have met 
Still something ached when here are ~responsible for that. 
thoughts of graduation came Somehow I supp'ose I thought 
about. It was not concern over a graduation would make that 
· job or a car or even place to stay. transfr~~a,tion s_eem less real; 
My years here at Bridgewater ten; . t.h.a.t , i~ l. no . .l()nger. remaip~~ 
... ~· ... 
physically in the location where 
that love tanspired, then perhaps 
it would die. Nothing. is further 
from the truth. ~Nothing can 
change what has taken place ... 
and the joy· and laughter will be 
mine forever. Being a real love, it 
is also sustaining ... 
, It is ,probably true tha~ I may. 
'' I pg.l!{) 
.. ''• - ,· ; .. ' ' ' . ... ' : -~ 
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Springsteen-A Working Class Hero 




Springsteen relived. a moment in 
1976 when he was in Memphis 
on tour. He spotted a light on in 
Elvis Presley's house and figured 
the King .. w.as upstairs reading 
or something." So he climbed 
Bruce Springsteen - In concert the fence and ran up to the front 
at the Providence Civic Center, door where he was met by two , 
Thursda_v night, January 24th. guards. When he proceeded to 
There is something special ask, "Is Elvis home?", the guards 
about the man known in rock 'n' began to escort Bruce away from 
roll circles as "The Boss". In the the house while he pleaded, "I 
last year, experts have tried to play guitar too, I was on the 
pinpoint the certain quality that cover of Time and Newsweek!" 
makes his show the hottest thing· The guards placed him back in 
going. From a fans point of view the street and he never met his 
though, it really doesn't matter idol. He then went into a new 
what the expe.rts say, the thing unrecorded tune called Bye Bye 
about a Bruce Springsteen con- Johnnv in Presley's honor. Elvis 
cert that makes it special is feel- left a-. lasting impression on 
ing. Springsteen takes his Springsteen, more so than prob-
audience high and low, and ably The Beatles. His dedicatiun 
makes them happy and sad. to the sound of The King of 
That's what life is like, and that is Rock 'n' Roll was evident in the 
what a Springsteen show is like. beautiful rendition of l Can't 
You have to experience Help Falling in Love-With You 
Spr'ngsteen's songs in their con- Again. It almost didn't sound 
text. For example, the band's like "The Boss", with his raspy 
lively. foot-stompin' tune No voice, as· the song came across 
Surrender was treated in an clean and clear. 
... 
Bruce Springsteen at the Civic Center 
in the middle by the story of. Believe. Where other bands 
Clarence and Bruce first meeting' compact their greatest hits into 
in Asb\Jry Park. They were medley's, Bruce plays every note 
searching for the secret of life of every song that ever meant 
and in a nearby forest, they anything to anybody (except 
found a shiny saxophone, and Jungle/and). 
G-string guitar perched under a The Thursday night crowd 
shade tree. Clarence picked up was treated to the band's classic 
the guitar and Bruce the sax. rendition of Santa Claus is Com-" 
They tried but couldn't get the ing to Town which brought 
instruments to work right, so down the house and concluded 
they switched. They ·had found the show at 12: 15 a.m. 
tlie secret they were searching for That is not only a compliment 
member of the band, Patti Sci-
alfa, a pretty red-head, added a 
new spice to the show. Her voice 
played off Springsteen's super-
bly. The old stand-bys, Roy Bit-
tan; Max Weinberg, Danny 
Federici, Gary Tallant, and the 
"Big Man", Clarence Clemons, 
were just as incredible as "The 
Boss" himself. 
entirely difforent wav than on Bruce revealed some of his . 
the alb-um. /.fta a sincere tribute personal views on love, friend-. 
to . his long-time friend and ship, and hapiness that were 
former guitarist, Little .(Miami) sometimes sad. Before Racing in 
Steven Van Zandt, he went into the Street he talked of a, girl he 
the song in ballard form, on had met' years ago and whose 
stage, guitar in hand. alon.e. It love had run out~ the story made 
certainly added a personal touch ·.the song . even sadder. . Glory 
~""""'""''"-";"""',,.t.~ •• ·.,Days was pr,ehid~d .by a "'story ~; and '"here we arey):-ightl" ........ ···· . ·tc,H1he lead man, but to his'band, ;:[b.h: GbQm "lt'1 ;a 'wi1\7'1Soil:; teer r;i:;he E'Btreet;·Band has never 
extravaganza of no holds barred been better. Nils Lofgren, 
rock 'n' roll. He played nine Springsteen's new guitarist, clad 
songs from Born in the U.S.A. in Kevin McHale's Celtic's jer-
album, three from Nebraska, . sey, was sensational. It seems as 
There has been much said 
about a Springsteen concert. To 
understand for yourself, you 
have to experience it in person, 
no .. matterhowm~·tra~'t'""'"'"""''"".,,.,, .... 
I:;. 
i ~ 
~ . " ....-: ".:. . 
pay. In the words of Bruce him-
self, "Merry Christmas, Happy 
Springsteen created a per- friendship. A Springsteen show 
sonal relationship with the sold- is a show of storytelling. "The 
out crowd by telling stories of his Boss" is a storyteller, in his lyrics 
past which influenced many of and in his overall presentation. 
his songs. Some of the stories Growing Up, ail'song for old E 
were happy, some were sad. Street Bandfans was interrupted 
. including John.ni 99, Mansion t~ough Nils has playeq with 
on the Hi/~· and Reason to Bruce forever. Another new 
New Year, Happy Halloween, 
Happy .Birthday, ·Happy the 
Rest of Your Life." Bruce makes 
peopie happy, and that's what 
it's all about. 
DESTINY 
brought them together 
By Dan Darcy 
Staff Writer 
guitarist; Roger Giover, bassist; If Ian's voice sounds familiar to" 
and Ian Gillian; lead voc.alist, any rock opera fans, it is. because 
provide the album's best three he sang the lead in Jesus Christ 
REVIEW /RECORD: cuts: Knocking at .Your Back Superstar, on the original' 
Deep Purple Perfect Door, Mean Streak. and the title album. There is no better key-
Strangers cut Perfect. Strangers. They also · boardist than John Lord when it 
strike ''de~p" with A Gypsys . comes to·. performing original 
Destiny. as described by Kiss, Wasted Sunsets, Under the pieces. Roger. Glover and ·Ian 
Webster, is "the preordaine.d . Gun, and Nobody~ Home. , Paice provide the percussion for 
course of events· considered as Along with John Lord on key- this quintet which sounds very 
something beyond the power of boards/ organ, and Ian Paice on reminiscent to the sound of John 
man." The same may be said of drums, the sound of Deep Pur- Paul Jones and Jon Bonham of 
the recent comeback by the ple is untamed, The band which- Led Zeppelin. 
legendary band, Deep Purple. brought us such smashes as If anyone questions the band's 
With their newly re~eased LP .. Smoke on the Water, Kentucky popularity, that can be quickly 
·Perfect Strangers, any fan of-· Woman. Highway Star, and answered by their shattering sell 
true rock.and roll will agree that River Deep, Mountain High out recently in the Providence 
they haven't skipped a beat. may now add afew more addi- Civic Center. They sold ... out in a 
Although the. r.eunion is not ~ions to· that list. record one and a half hours. The 
made up of the band's original The years have not dampened response was so overwhelming 
members, it is however a gather- the band's individual talents that the Civic Center canceled a 
ing of their most popular line- either. Ri.chie Blackmo~e, who scheduled Hall and Oates con-
up. After just one listen, one can after Ieavmg the ba~d. in 1975 cert, for a special added show. 
attest that the magic still exists went on to form Rainbow, has With results like that, Deep 
and the chwce (to rejoin forces) maintained his explosive prow- Purple should be around for a 
was indeed correct. For it has ness on lead guitar. Ian Gillian, good long time, or at least one 
been almost twelve years since who along with Roger Glover more album. Like the title cut 
the band, with· this line-up, has left the band in I 973;see~s t_o states "I am returning the echo Of 
played together. ·. have lost one or two notes m ~1s a point in time." - and they cer-
Perfect Strangers consists of range. However he does mam- taip.ly are: "·' · 
nine tracks, most of which hit tain that pierCing flo~ of elec-
home. The collective writing tricity that few lead singers can 




Stop Making Sense - This Talking Heads 
concert movie testifies that there are still some 
good rock bands around. Throughout the film · i you constantly get a .feel for the members of the 
§= .band. All of them are quality musicians, and it's 
great to actually see them play together. David 
~ Bryne, the lead singe:r, is strange, as usual, but 
; he· really makes you . laugh. If you love The 
i= Talking Heads, or just. good music, I would 
= , highly recommend Stop Making Sense. · 
; 
i== The River - The River is about a family's 
struggle to stay together despite an 
§ overwhelming force which tries to separate 
: them. The river, the only source that sustains i this family, is destroying their fields and their 
i - home. Mel Gibson and Sissy . Spacek are 
§ wonderful as the husband and wife who 
; struggle to overcome. I 
§= -Kristina Robbins i=_ 
Staff Writer 
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Record Talk 
y David Spuria 
Staff Writer 
EVJEW /RECORD: 
efs Active - Cypress 
Rating System: 
• - Poor 
** - Fair 
*** - Good 
**** - Excellent 
***** - Classic 
By David Spuria 
Staff Writer 
REVIEW /RECORD 
John Fogerty -:- Centerfield 
Vicki Peterson and Susan Huffs of the B~ngles 
If you need some music to 
erk up a so-so day, you could 
ry a helping of Let's Active. 
roducer, lyricist, guitarist 
itch Easter, who also pro-
uced REM, has brought Let's 
John Fogerty is a southern 
rock legend. The fact that he 
turned out his second solo effort 
is cause for attention; however, 
this album is well justified. You 
can •t help but get up and dance 
to songs like The Old Man 
Down the Road, which sum-
mons Creedance at possibly 
their best. I Saw it on T. V. is a 
silly kind of romp through the 
age of the "lt's-0.K.-if-they-do-
it-on-T. V. ''attitude of this gen-
eration. Mr. Greed shows us a 
tough, gritty Fogerty, r.training 
at the throat and banging on the 
guitar. 
ctive to life. 
The Bangles, Twisted Sister 
. ' 
As with REM, Easter has put 
orth a twangy guitar backdrop 
hich the music is sculpted from 
the . sound is irresistibly Flip it over and keep dancing. 
By Mark Avery 
Staff Writer 
REVIEW /CONCERT: 
The Bangles, Twisted Sister, and 
Jron Maiden 
The Bangles appeared at the 
Paradise Theatre for a sold-out 
show on January 2nd, opening 
for them were the Prime Movers. 
They performed from their 
. ~leam. ~.,, J>rer ·. the ·. Plac~~ 
mcludrng such popular songs··as' 
advance and be sure to see them. 
In my opinion, they will be big 
some day. 
On the other hand, at the 
Worcester Centrum, two well 
known bands performed a sold-
out show on the 15th of this 
month. To those of you who 
know I do the heavy metal show 
on WBIM, you've probably 
guessed that I'm refering to Iron 
Maiden with special guest, 
Twisted. Sister. 
· Iron_ Mctid~,5'~~t~~;~h~,,~~; 
of thej~,,"World Slavery +~ra'r 
~]Jich'has encompassed Poland 
{Maiden· is the first heavy metal 
- petent. The lyrics and music 
were often unintelligible and not 
performed as well live as on the 
albums. If Twisted Sister wants 
to remain in the limelight, they 
should improve the musical end 
of their stage show. 
atchy. The record shifts moods 
eriodically and generates feel-
ngs from anxiety to tenderness. 
This album is a definite work 
f experimental success. It uses 
extures of psychedelia and folk 
usic to propell it's hard and 
lever feel. This is a piece of vinyl 
s solid as they come.., Some 
ongs to look .out for: Waters 
Part, Blue Line, Crows on a 
hone Line, and Flags for Ever-
ching. I can't recommend a bet-
er remedy to cure a day of the 
lahs. 
The songs.. Searchlight and I 
Can't Help Myself updated 
themselves with .... yes - a syn-
thesizer! Fogerty fans shouldn't 
become upset though, because 
it's so well worked into the style, 
that it doesn't take anything 
away from the non-stop dance 
marathon that's going on 
throughout the LP. Centerfield 
is one of those records to get on 
tape fast, so you don't wear 
down the vinyl. 
My rating: ****l/2 
Iron Maiden, on the other 
hand,putonanallaroundgood)~l\illllllliy•r•a•t•inmgm:•*•*•*•*1111111 .. 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111R1111lllllllllll111111B11111.11111111111111llllillllll'J111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I 
shqw. They performed most of 
the· songs from their new record, 
Power Slave, including the 13-
minute Rhyme of the Ancient Radio Rap 
ria r:o s • 
Mind and Number of the Beast. mtafo a steady tQne thtoi.lgh-
Hero Takes A Fall and Going 
Down to Liverpool as well as all 
the songs from their self ..,.titled 
EP. 
I edged through the .gefieral 
admission crowd to stand in 
, band to perform behind the Iron 
Curtain), Europe, Rio, ·Canada, 
USA, and will continue in Aus~ 
tralia and Japan~ . 
·front and watch what was a very 
good shew. The musical tight-· 
ness and excellent vocal harmo-
nies and energies that are present 
on their albums was matched 
during the live performance. For 
those of you who don't know the 
Bangles, they are a female group 
of four from Los Angelos who 
sound reminiscent of many of 
the 60's bands with four part 
vocal harmonies and catchy gui- · 
tar riffs. Their songs were all well 
_performed and they were full of 
energy. Susanna Fluffs, the lead 
vocalist and rhythm guitar 
player, bounced around the 
stage' and kicked and· jumped 
while playing. If they come 
around again, get your tickets in 
The stage .was set up Hke a REVIEW /RADIO: out the three hours he is on the 
large· Egyptian temple complete Dave Stewart - ~ew Fr~ntiers air. In addition, Stewart shows 
with hieroglyphics on the walls. complete control over the cueing 
They also ha4 an elaborate light Rating Scale: and mixing processes.while ban• 
truss system that moved around • - Poor dling talk-up·s-· between songs Opening was the always -loud 
Twisted Sister. fronted by lead 
singer Dee Snider. Snider looks 
something like Boy George's 
alter ego. With a combination of 
yelling, swearing, and intimidat-
above the stage (similar to the ** - Fair with finesse, style, and 
ones in Van Halen's 1984 Tour) ••• - G'Ood personality. · 
and a brief visit by "Eddie", Iron **** - Excellent However, one major difficulty~ 
Maiden's 12-foot mascot. ' sto9d out; the theme of the show 
There were plenty of standard This· week at The Comment was vaguely stated. Perhaps, the 
, ing the au~ence, Snider got the 
audience psyched up. 
They perf9rmed songs mostly 
from their platinum album,_S~ay 
Hungry, including M-TV 'Clas-
sics We're Not. Gonna Take It 
guitar and drum solos, as well as we tuned-in to listen to the intention w;,ts that the music 
adequate stage antics. The show WBIM Th?rsday .nig~t show. would speak for itself, yet, as a 
. had two encores ending with a New Frontiers, which is hosted listener, J was expecting some 
giant "Eddie" popping out from by Dave S_tewart. verbal indication of why I was 
and I Wanna Rock; complete 
with Nedemeyer's introduction 
("What are you going to do with 
your life!?"). Despite getting the 
audience 'irito a frenzy, I coul_dn't . 
help but notice that the band 
isn't completely musically com-
behind the stage and hovering Stewart stands out as a quality- hearing what was played. 
over. the drums. DJ because of his professional 
· Do · 't k k t lb d -1 attitude over the air and the Stewart's rati'ng·. ••• n noc me a an s unt1 yoo~eiliem~~n~rt.T~y~oo·m-f•m•t•a•b•k-ra~•o•r•t•h~e.d~i~sip~la~y~s-------------I 
usually put on the most exciting 
live shows complete with 
extended solos and elaborate 
stage shows. Iron Maiden 
proved to be no exception; 
·:~ Student· UDion 
Program Presents committee 
. ··VERNON T~~~;~s JARRETT 
BSC "CONTEMPORARY BLACK 
POLITICAL TRENDS AS · 
VIEWEI) HISTORICALLY" 
. · Wed. Feb. 6, 1985 
--Public 
$3.00 
Student Union Ballroom·. 8:00 p._m. 
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BEARS BUSINESS m basketball news ••• Welcome back for another 
exciting semester of Bridgewater. 
State Sports. While you've been· 
away lots has been happening 
around the Kelly Gym that yqu 
should be aware of. 
F~rst of all, our WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL team (13-1) is 
ranked #1 in New England and 
#5 in the nation. They. have been 
annihilating opponents consist-
ently all year. On an average they 
are beating teams by 26 points 
per game. Senior captain Cathy 
Baker leads the MASCAC in 
reb"'unding {13.7) and FG% 
(.56%) and is third in scoring 
(16.1). JoAnn Runge leads the 
MASCAC in assists (7.0 pg). 
around), and Rheta McNamara 
(all around), along with the 
return of senior Deb Barlow, 
have given this team the added 
depth and talent to be a· serious 
threat to last year's ECAC 
Champs Salem State. Inciden-
tally, Salem State will be at 
Bridgewater next Sunday 
(Feb.3) at 2'.00. This could be a 
preview of things to come. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL (6-9) 
has taken a . serious dip this 
semester dropping four straight, 
all by less than ten points. The 
loss of key personnel from the 
first semester and the growing 
pains of a. mainly freshman 
squad has hurt the Bears in these 
close contests. I see no let up on this team for 
the rest of the !!Cason. They have 
the talent to go a long way. Co-Captain Mark Dias has 
been having an outstanding sea-
Coach Bo Ruggerio has the lux- son in his own right, averaging 
ury of having ten players he can 
substitute at any time without · 21 points per game. Freshmen 
Steve Pendenza leads the MAS-
. "dropping a beat in his team's CAC in FG% (63%) while scor-
intensity. ing ( 16. J) and pulling down (8.7) 
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS rebounds per game. The 
has been another pleasant improvement of freshm·en center 
suprise this semester. They have Rich Maguire and guard George 
opened up with two consecutive Anderson has been quite notice-
,,ictories over Smith College able the last few games as well. 
(143.7-I 18,TS) and Rhode Island MEN'S (0-3) and WOMEN'S 
·college (J.14 8-139). It was their (0-4) S\VIM teams have had a 
first win over RIC in seven years. tough season thus far. Most 
Standouts for the team have recently they dropped meets to 
been tri-captains Ellen Chevalier . SMU with the men going down 
(vault), Gina Gallerani (beam), · (63-48) and the women cir.own· 
and Chris Anderson (floor). ·· ing (86-24). 
Freshmen Joy F~ssler (all 
Junior Greg Cook has been a 
bright spot in the 100 Free 
(49.99) as well as Sean Mulhall 
and Mark Hayes in diving. Kim 
Hill is her usual self in diving and 
should have no trouble qualify-
ing for the NEWISDA 
ON A ROLL 
Championships. The Lady Bears of Bridge- 16 points, 16 rebounds, two 
The WRESTLING team (3-5) water are riding an eleven game blocked shots and three steals. 
is another program that was dev- winning streak as they head into . Carolyn Parsley had 15 points 
astated by the loss of key per~on- 1he second half of the season. Bo ~ and 12 rebounds. In Bridge-
nel over the break. Captain Greg Ruggerio, coach of the womens water's most recent action away 
Wilson (150-lb) is still unde- basket ball team, has developed . at U-Mass I Boston this past 
feated going into his next match. quite a young squad into a per- 'Tuesday, January 22, the Lady 
The men have a home match ennial super power in the NCAA Bears were close at half time, 
this Wednesday (Jan. 30) at 6:00 Division 3 women's basketball (32-3__1) yet they marched to an 
p.m. against Bowdoin and League. BSC stands number I in impressive 79-49 thrashing. The 
UMass-Boston. Come on out New England and number 5 in Lady Bears, while allowing only 
and cheer these ·guys on to the nation after compiling a 12-1 18 points pumped in 47 points in 
vjctory. record. In recent action~ the the second half. Junior starter 
Intramurally $peaking, all Lady Bears took to the floor Carolyn Parsley had an a:ll-star 
leagues are back in action. against the Framingham State performance as she scored the 
' Check IM bulletin board for Rams at the Kelly Gym on Janu- game high 22 points and the 
. makeup games, especially from ary 17. BSC clobbered FSC 71- game high nine rebounds while 
Super Bowl Sunday. 35. Senior captain Cathy Baker forcing three steals. Cathy Baker 
BOWLING is back on at the tossed in 28 points and pulled had her share of points, (15) 
Academy Lanes. Call Fred down J 5 rebounds. Carolyn while grabbing seven rebounds. 
Thomson to verify your times. Parsley had a fantastic night, Joanne Runge had ten assisats 
The Cross-country Ski room scoring 18 points and pulling and Kathleen Hartley pulled 
is now open MWFfrom 3-5 p.m. down nine rebounds. Joanne down seven rebounds, respec-
Rates are $3.00 per day I $5.00 Runge, who saw limited action tively. As a team, Bridgewatet 
, per· weekt:nd. A $25.00 deposit on the court, added nine is outscoring their opponents by 
and I.D. is required. rebounds to the winning cause. 25 points per· game and outre-
The Bolton Valley Ski Trip In the following home game bounding by an average of 17.3 
(Feb. 1-3) still has plenty of seats against North Adams State, rebounds/ game. Bridgewater 
available. Cost is $100.00 for Bridgewater scored 47 points in also has effectively shut down 
condo accomadations, lift the second half, leading to a 84- their opponents field goal per-
tickets and transportation. It is 46 victory on Saturd;ty, January centage, (32.3%) and scoring, 
also Western Weekend up there 19. Bridgewater outrebounded (48.4 points/ game). Offensively, 
so bring your cowboy hatst See North Adams State by a 64-21 the team consistently scores over 
Mike Store'y in· Kelly Gym· for · ,_ · p · l tal t · th 70 points per game ----'~-. .;.....------------....:--'"""""l~"""""':~-":"""""":"~~......,1'1"1!'C""m~fe,rr.2~'9+.----~~~· ~~:~. "';';~~e~· r~e j;=1tti'*~f~n6· Iridi'vidual acfile~einenis tliaY ····, · 
\,, ; / Facts and Figures: played a great game, pumping in stand out so far this season are 
\ Captain Cathy Baker is clos- 25 points along with five Cathy Baker's 16.2 scoring aver-
.\\ ing in on the 1000 point mark for rebounds, eight assist~ and two age, her 13.6 rebounds per game 
1 her career. My calculatiQDS blocked shots; Cathy Baker ,had pg.7 
make· the Worcester State game 
HAVING DIFFICULTIES 
MEETING COLLEGE COSTS? 
Why not attend one of · the following info 
sessions to find out what programs and monies · 
are available _for the 1985-86 academic year? 
We'll also provide assistance with filling ~ut 
your financial aid form and answer questions 
with regards ·to financial· aid for. this year or 
next. 
TUESDAY, JANU/\RY 29, 11:00-12:00 
BLDG: STUDENT UNION, RM SU 1 
THURSDAY, JANUA.RY 31, 11: 00...;.12: OD 
BLDG: STUDENT UNION, rut SU 1 · 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5TH, 11:00-12:00 
BLDG: STUDENT UNION, RM SU 1 
Info s·essions will also be held at Pope, Wood, 
and /Shea-Durgin Residence Halls. Forfurther 
details concerning dates and times, check your 
. Residence Hall ,Bulletin Board. 
(Feb. 2) the one to be at'to seethe 
magic number ·fall ... Linebacker 
Chris Ortolano has been named 
1985 Captain of, the Football 
Bears. Congradulations · Chris-
_ ..• Laurie O'Connell learned to 
"chupa" on a recent trip to Roger 
Williams .•. For someone\ that's 
undersized and from Everett, 
Steve.Pendenza has been having 
a heckava year for the Bears-
... Field Hockey veteran Pam 
.Kelly will be travelling to West 
Point this weekend to take part 
in their Winter Ball and inspect-
ing the troops for the good of the 
country ... Women's Lacrosse 
had their first meeting the other 
day with ove~ twenty hopefuls-
... Former Red Sox catcher Russ 
Gibson has been named assistant 
coach for the Bears baseball 
squad ... Gymnast Joy Fessler is 
from CONSHOHOCKEN, Pf\. 
If you can pronounce that one, 
you~re a. better man or woman 
than me! · 
Get those skis ready. Snow is 
hereto stay so take advantage of 
it while you. Bolton Valley, four 
days and counting!!!Get those 
skis ready. Snttw is here to stay 
so take advantage of it while you 
can. Bol!on Valley, four days 
·and counting!!! 
Mike Storey 
Gina Gallera;ni, Chris ~nderson, Ellen Cheval~~r 
ON THE MOVE 
On. Friday night January 18, with us for 'a long time~ Tci-
Bridgewater. State College captains for this year's squad are 
. Women's Gymnastic's ·Team Gina Gallerani, Chris Anderson, 
opened up tll.eir competitive sea- and Ellen ·Chevalier. 
son with a .solid win over Smith ·B.s.c. scores for Friday's 
College by a score, of 143.7 to meet are the following: Vault-1st 
118.75. If this any indicatiOn of Rheta McNamara, 8.4 and 2nd 
how well the lady Bears should Ellen Chevalier,. 8.3; Uneven 
do this season, then they will sur- P~rrallel Bars-2nd Joy Fessler, 
prise a lot of tea~s along th~ 7.6 and· 3rd Rheta McNamara, 
way. Due to the addition of some 7.3; Balance Beam- 1st Gina Gal~ ... " 
very talented Jreshme~ and the lerani, 8.05 and 3rd Rheta 
strength .. of the returning vete- · M:cNamara; 6.45; Floor 
rans, \B.S.C. gymnasts are show- exercise- 2nd Ellen Chevalier,7.6 
ing the hard work and and 3rd (tie) JQy Fessler and 
dedication needed for a cham- Beth Jennings with a 7.45. Other 
ROOMS for GIRLS 
Single or Double 
Kitchen privileges/Parking space 
3 Minute walk to campus 
, .. pionship team: We are definitely solid performers contributing to 
Mrs. Dutra 697 -7 4 77 . 
on the move! the victory were Sharon Heraty, 
Second year co~ch Lyrin Deb Barlow, Lori Torbin, Chris 
DiMaria is the foundation on Anderson and Deb L,ong. Hope 
which -this team ·is built~ She to see you at our next home meet 
proves herself as a knowledgea- versus Salem State on Feb. 3 at 
ble and caring eoach as. well as 2:00. It should be exciting. 
friend. Hopefully she will be Ellen Chevalier 
IN THE N.H.L. 
The Boston Bruins of '84-'85 
are a team who have weathered 
the ups and downs as well as pos-
sible, yet find themselves visiting 
more hospital emergency rooms 
than arenas. 
The B's have four key players 
out on the disabled list. The most 
recent entry is winger Charlie 
Simmer· who suffered a broken 
jaw when he collided with 
Quebec's Wilf Paiment on Janu-
ary 19 at Le Coles.ee. According 
to team physician Dr. Bertram 
Zarins (Mass General), Simmer 
is expected to be . out for 3-6 
weeks. Simmer and linemate 
Keith Crowder have been the 
team's leading scorers. His loss, 
as well as Barry Peterson, Steve 
Kasper, and Mike Gillis, h~ve 
significantly effected the Brum's 
ability to score goals. · 
With- Simmer's loss, the B's 
have called up Nevin Markwart 
from their AHL farm club in 
Hershey ,Pa. Markwart is a 
strong player, yet needs much 
work on his scoring. G. M. Harry 
Sinden has had his hand in on 
the necessary changes. During 
Christmas Break, Sinden picked 
up New York Islander Butch 
Goring"off the waiver wire, a key 
player on four straight Stanley 
Cup teams. Goring's presence 
and positive attitude has been 
noticeable since his arrival in 
Boston. Bruins fans can only 
hope that this will rub off on the 
other players so that the team 
can return to last year's winning 
ways. 
*Blades and Boards* 
Def ens em an Ray Bourque is 
expected to be named to thje 
Wales Conference All-Star team 
as a starter. This year's game is 
slated for February 12th at the 
Stampede Arena in Calgary ,Al-
be rt a .... Herb Brooks, ex-
Olympic coach (1980 Gold 
Medal version) was axed by the 
New York Rangers on January 
22 (15-22-8). Brooks will be 
replaced by Craig Patrick,J r .... 
N.H.L. Vice-President Brian 
O'Neill has requested videotapes 
of the Simmer/ Paiment incident 
to see if disciplinary action is in 
order.. .. The Bruins are in the 




The Bruins, having completed 
a little more than half of their 
regular season find themselves in 
fourth place in the Adams Div-
ision. Their record as of January 
24, 21-19-7, gives them a total of 
49 points behind third place 
Quebec, five points behind Buf-
. falo and nine points off the pace 
set by division leading Montreal. 
Fourth place isn't what we've 
G8~.e':" tp expect from the Bruins, 
b'iit ~~~throughout th~ 'season 
they've been plauged by an 
uncanny ·amount of injuries to 
key players. Promising young · 
def enseman Gord Kluzak was 
lost for the year before the first 
regular season game was played , 
his.knee again requiring surgery. 
It is an ailment that has become 
all too familiar to Bruins~ players 
and fans. . 
Barry Peterson is recovering 
from recent surgery to remove a. 
benign tumor from his shoulder. 
Not" only will .he be out for the· 
season, there is also some ,doubt 
as to whether he will ever again 
be able to play professional 
hockey. 
Goaltender Pete Peeters has 
suffered from a wide variety of 
nagging injuries. Early in the 
season he .received· a seriolfs cut 
around his eyes when a stick 
somehow managed to wedge 
between his cage. He has also 
suffered from dizzy spells and a 
bruised knee. These and other 
injuries have kept the Bruins' 
starter from getting his concen-
tration back, ,although he did 
turn in an outstanding' perfor-
mance in a recent victory over 
Montreal. 
Of the entire Bruins' roster 
only four players have managed 
to play in all fourty-seven games. 
This has made it impossible for 
coach Gerry Cheevers to come 
up with three or four well b~l­
anced lines for every game. This, 
combined with the lack luster 
play of those who are dressing 
for the games, goes a long way 
towards explaining their sub-par 
performance in the first half of 
the season 
Roger Spring 
Youcan work wonders.· 
- ·GIVE BLOOD. 
BRIDGEWATER STATE. COLLEGE 
BLOOD DRIVE 
TUESDAYJ JANUARY 29, 198S 
STUDENT UNION BALLROUM 
9:-00 AM.- 1~4~ PM 
T~ESDAY / JANUARY 29, '1985 
BARRI LL: STREET DORMS 
4i00 P~ - 8:45 PM 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1985 
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM 
9:00 AM - 1:45 PM 
Sponsored by: Kappa Phi Omega & Phi Pi Delta 
American Red Cross Blood Services Northeast Regi?n 
At the end of last season. there 
was still a number 43 playing the 
Boston Celtics. Gerald Hender-
son ·and his teammates were cele-
-brating their seven game victory 
over the Los Angeles Lakers in 
the World Championship series. 
Then came the long summer of 
1984, and Gerald Henderson 
began to talk about money. 
More money than what he had 
earned as a Celtic in past sea-
sons. When training camp 
arrived, Henderson and team-
mate Cedric "Cornbread" Max-
well were embattled in a feud 
over their contract negotiations. 
Just before training camp ended, 
Henderson signed a one-year 
deal, ending what he believed 
was the whole fiasco~ It wasn't. 
Twenty-four hours after he 
signed on the dotted line, Gen-
eral Manager Jan Volk informed 
Henderson that he was boarding 
a plane to Seattle to join the 
Supersonics. He left, leaving 
some to wonder who would be 
next to go. Maxwell soon.signed 
a contract, and Henderson took. 
over his dµtiers as a team leader 
with the Supersonics. 
Last Wednesday, Gerald 
Henderson returned home to the 
Boston Garden and forgetting. 
himself, headed for the home 
locker room. When he came on 
to the court for ·the pre-game 
player intros, he received a justi-
fied warm welcome through a 
standing ovation. He received 
his championship ring from 
coach K.C.Jones and Volk. 
Since the trade, there has been 
no ambivalent feelings between 
the two squads, or with the man-
agement. Once ring was placed 
into hand, tbe ~x number 43 
came onto the court as number 
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The 
STUDENT UNION PROGRAM 
COMMITTEE 
would like to off er you the chance to see 
Freeport~ BAHAMAS!! 
DURING SPRING BREAK! 
$389.00 is an inclusive price: 
airfare 
7 nights hotel 
taxes 
Boston nears the upcoming 
all-star break in their annual 
"Suffolk Downs trifecta" race 
with Billy Cunningham's. 76'ers 
for the literal right to be the 
supreme team of the NBA. Whi-
chever team has first place in the 
division will have the NBA's best 
record. This race however will 
need a photo-finish to decide it. 
* TWIN·E TALK* 
The NBA ALL-Star game is 
slated for February I 0th at the 
Indianapolis Hoosierdome. The 
starters have been announced 
for this year's game: 
EASTERN DIVISION 
C Moses Malone, Phila. 
F LARRY BlR D, BOSTON 
F ;JuJiqs E[>ving, PhUa! 
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
C Kareen Abdul-Jabbar, LA 
Lakers 
F Ralph Sampson, Houston 
F Adrian Dantley, Utah 
G Magic Johnson, LA Lakers 
G George Gervin, San 
i\ntonio 
Pat Riley has just about sewn 
up the coaching- post for the 
West squad, but the East squad 
. will not be decided until the next 
meeting of the Boston/ Philadel-
nhia basketball organizations in ~heir conference at the Boston 
Garden ... The ex-Brockton, now 
Springfield Bay State Bombadi-
crs are in last plaee of the Eastern 
Oi.vi.~i.an (l0-\4) 4CJ 
15w~hilie~~~~~n~~·---~----------~----------
. Henderson soon showed the 
G Isiah TJi'.bµjas, Detroit . 
G Michael Jordan, Chicago 
Garden faithful just what 
changes he had made since the 
trade. He was 5 for I l from the 
floor, perfect at the "charity 
stripe" (6-6), and pulled down 
four rebounds. The high point of 
the night was his 15 assists and 
the satisfaction of a Seattle l 07-
97 win over the Celtics. Needless 
. to say a "sweet victory" ·for 
Henderson and Seattle. 
Boston with the loss to Seattle 
(as of I-24) sits a 1/2 gam~ out.of 
first place in the Atlantic Div-
ision behind arch rival Philadel-
phia, a team they ?efe_~ted three 
days earlier ( 1-20) ma tight game 
on the parque floor of the 
Garden. 
on ·a roll pg.6 
and 55% on field goals. J o~mne 
Runge has a 11.2 PPG average., 
but more impressive than her 
scoring is her ability to see the 
open player. Joanne has a 6.6 
assists/ game average and 2.5 
steals· per game.. Consistently 
good shooters are Carolyn Pars-
ley, 7.6 PPG,(over the last thre~ 
games she has scored 18, 15 and 
22), Laurie O'Connell scores 
seven poiT'ts per game and Fran 
.Leeman tosses in 7.5 PPG. 
Christine Choukas, after fulfil-
ling academic requirements, will 
be a very strong attribute as she 
h'as a 12.9 PPG and 6.5 rebounds 
per game ave.rage. This week 
FLUTIE SIGNS 
It is official! Attorney Bob 
Woolf will have a new clief!t to 
represent in future contract 
ne.gotiations. Doug Flutie, Bos-
ton College's star quarterback, . 
and .. this past season's Heisman 
Trophy 'Yinner, has signed . a · 
contract with the New Jersey 
·Generals of the U.S.F .L. Flutie is 
the thfrd Heisman winner to be 
pjcked up by the league; The . 
contract ·is reportedly .: worth 
seven million dollars over five 
years. . 
Details of the ·contract were 
not announced .bY Woolf on Fri-
day morning. Flutie is expected 
to sign th~ contract either tom-
morrow or Wednesday. 
Flutie has been the starting 
quarterback for the Eagles ofBC 
for three years, and has.led the 
team to three consecutive bowl 
appearances, including this 
year's Cotton Bowl where they 
faced the Cougars of the U niver-
sity of Houston. 
The Generals are prese_ntly 
working out in training camp ,in 
Orlando, Florida. Afte~ the con-
tract is signed, .Fl_utie will report 
to training camp to join another 
Heisman Trophy winner, former 
Georgia Bulldogs running back 
Herschel Walker. 
According to Woolf,in recent 
inJerviews·by major newspapers, 
Flutie was never approached by 
the National Football League. 
The team that would have had 
the best chance of getting Flutie 
would have been ·the Buffalo 
Bills, who had the wo.rst record 
this past season. The Cleveland 
Browns also looked at tapes of 
Doug Flutie in action, butnever 
sat down ·to talk with Woolf, 
Flutie, or his father, Richard. 
WCVB-TV (Channel 5-
Boston), an ABC and Metrome~ 
dia affiliate, first informed ABC 
that is was not carrying the Sun-
Bridgewater travels to S.M.U. 
tomorrow (January 291 for a 7 
o'clock game and wiU host Wor-
cester State here on Saturday at 
6:00p.m;. Th_e big game of the 
season comes on Saturday, Feb-
ruary 9, at home against Salem 
State (6:00." p.m.). Barring any 
unexpected upset, Bridgewater's 
24 game home winning streak 
will be on the line that night. 
Doug Benson 
r;;;;;;;~;;~1 
I Manuscripts · Mail lists I I Data files · Resumes - Letters · . 
Professional Secretarial Services I 
584- 0175 _ __J. 
day .afternoon broad'casts 
because of lack of interest and 
scheduling problems·with their 
news programming. But ·now 
with the signing of Flutie, and 
the possibility offive N .J. G~ner­
als telecasts, ,station officals are. 
reviewing their po~ition on the 
matter. 
I'll have a complete report of 
the signing of Flutie and the pos-
sible after-effects· in next week's 
issue of The Comment. 
Tony Fagen ·"-' u .... u~1r 
There's a slim new You hiding 
under those unwanted pounds. 
You can lose 10 · 3o lbs. 
: !"'HIS MONJH! 
Guaranteed results with saf{:,, 
proven formula. Send only $39. 
(check or money order) for 4 weeks 
supply, to: 
CARTER ASSOCIATES 
P.O. Box 697 




signed up for a course 
thought I might enjoy. Now I 
find, however. that it is not any-
thing like I expected. 1 would 
like to drop the course, but since 
I have never done it before, 
could you explain ~he procedure 
to me? It all seems\ very confus-
ing. P.S. I don't want it on my 
final records. 
Sincerely, Confused Dropee. 
Dear Confused, 
The drop/ add process just got 
a bit more confusing, but its 
really not that hard. Due to a 
· shortage of printed dropi add 
slips, the college is now using 
printed sheets of paper on which 
you have to fill out four separate 
forms. The purpose of the dro-
p! add form is to change your 
schedule during the first two 
weeks of classes. Tempora,ry 
forms can only be obtained 
through your major department 
office. 
Before you fill out the form, 
:mmediately label one slip· 
Instructor, one Department, one 
Registrar, and the last one Stu-
k11t. The important thing to 
:c~rnemberfa that all of the above 
:nust sign and receive a copy or 
:he drop will not be processed. 
By all means keep your STU-
DENT copy-you may need it for 
;'erification. 
THE DROP/ ADD PERIOD 
~NDS TUESDAY, JANUARY 
!9. Get your forms completed if 
/ou haven't done so already!!! If 
. .JI-. .. '~··.·.··.· ..  .·!}{. ,, .· .. "tt- . 
·~/~ft 
.v 
you miss the DROP I ADD dle it like aduii:s. Be gentle with 
period you have to go about the your boyfriend and let him know 
dreaded WITHDRAW AL pro- your not shutting the door on the 
cess. DROP i ~DDS leave no · relationship. Sometimes people 
rpark on your fmal records, but a are better friends when their not 
big Wis recorded for withdraw- 1 "involved". You both need time 
ing. Make sure that you With- · to grow--tell him your true feel-
draw from classes you do.n't plan ings and work it out together. 
to attend, because if you Don't stay with him out of mere 
"forget". the Regis;r~; wi~l gra?t guilt. That would only prolong 
you an even fatter E which w1H the inevitable. 
not be changed. So don't delay-- Good luck, P.J. 
get your forms in right away! !P 
Dear P.J .• 
I have been dating this guy for 
the last three years and no longer 
feel that I love him. I don't want 
to hurt him, but I would like to 
date other men. Each time the 
subject arises he gets terribly 
upset and has even threatened 
suicide. I don't know if he'd 
carry out his threat, but I know I 
couldn't cope with myself if he 
did. How can I convince him 
that dating others may be best 
for both of us? 
Signeq, Upset Girlfriend 
Dear Upset. 
You are in a very difficult 
situation. You must decide what 
you want" to do and then stick 
with it. If he is threatening sui-
cide, get him to a counciling cen-
ter immediately. A professional 
councilor can help you both 
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i ( appa Phi Omega is sponsoring 
/'•, . 
1f'candy-Gram~! ~· 
t B.S.C. Students 
GRADUATION t S EN I OR KC C 0 





For any occasion 
*Birthdays 
*Anniversaries 
*Or just to make someone smile. 
All de/iueries must be made on campus /For more information and to o~der: 
I · .• 
Please call: I 
at the Hill and Apartments Peggy 697-1687 
~ . at Pope and Scott .Kerry 697-1620 
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1. Who is the captain of £.S.C. 
·football? 
2. What was once in place of the Stu-
dent Union. 
3. What does the S stand for in S. Eliza-:-
beth Pope. 
4. Who was the. only man to play for 
three Boston teams(Bruins, Celtics, 
and Red Sox)? 
5. Who was the only Celtic to have a 
three. point play in the last Champion-
- ·' shlf series. 
6. What was Beaver's friend Whitey's 
last name on "Leave it to Beaver". 
7. What's the number on the Jack 
Daniels bottle? 
8. What show did the Beatles make 
their first t.v. appearance on. 
9. What show did Yoko Ono and John 
Lennon co-host for one week in 1974? 
10. What is the oldest State College in 
the nation? 
GREEK LETTERS 
. Sig~a Chi Fraternity of Bridgewater State College will begin 
~ts_ spnng Rush Program on the 30'th of January. Those wishing to 
JOm and learn more about the only international fraternity on 
campus may come to a small get together at28 Shaw Road across 
fr?m the library, this ~ednesday night starting at 8:00 p.;u. You 
will ha~e an ~ppo.rtumty t~ speak to the members of this unique 
fraternity which 1s recognized by the administration of B.S.C. 
You can relax and enjoy the company as well as the refreshments. 
Phi Pi Delta wou~d like to welcome everyone back. We hope 
you have had an enjoyable break, and are rea'dy to get down to 
work for the upcoming semester. 
Phi Pi Delta would also like to take this opportunity to wel-
come _Carrie Kulick and her new COMMENT staff. They are all 
experienced leaders and we know THE COMMENT will main-
tain itS high quality standards. 
We at Phi Pi Delta will try to maintain our high standards in the 
~yes of the stu~ents and administration, though our various char-
1ta?le and soc~al events. One of which is the upcoming Blood 
Dnve. Please sign up to don ate a pint, if for no other reason, "do it 


















ARIES (Mar. 21-Apr. 20} Your weekend 
will be fun and fulfilling with friends and 
lover. 
TAURUS (Apr. 21-May 21) Watch out 
for yellow snow. 
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) Life can be 
interesting' if you learn from your 
mistakes. 
CANCER (June 22-July 23) Take cau-
tion in business transactions. Be wary of 
easy deals. 
LEO (July 24-Aug. 23) Try to untangle 
your mane with friends and lovers. 
VIRGO (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) Beware of 
arguementative relatives and friends. 
LIBRA (Sept. 24-0ct. 23) Your romantic 
fantasies will be fulfilled in the future. 
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) A person is 
not rewarded for having brains, only for 
using them. 
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) 
"Money is waiting on the horizon. 
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) A mys-
terious stranger will enter into your, life. 
Don't let the encounter escape. 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) The per-
son you've been secretly admiring will 
soon notice you. 
PIECES (-Feb 20-Mar 20) Romantic 
endeavors on the 2nd. 
The Comment 
Chi Alpha would like to 
welcome you back to 
another semester at 
Bridgewater, with hopes 
that you had a pleasant 
.holiday. 
We want to invite you to 
our Bible Study every 
Thursday at 11:00 am. in 
the S.U. Plymouth County 
Room across from the info. 
booth. We have a verse of 
the week .on our bulletin 
board behind the book-
->tore door, when it is open. 
We hope that it may be 
helpfulandencouragingfor 
1;ou. For more information, 
contact: Larry 697 1572. 
Lots of fun for every age! 
More than 400 quality games. 
Send for a mailing list today/ 
Games International by Man 








































for your mealtime enjoyment, ~·a11cle is proud 
to sponsor three full hours on WBIM-FM, Stereo 91.S, 





























Listen to your favorite tunes while enjoying your favorite 
~·a,aaf:#e ~ubs, Salqds and ·DesignerPokkets-· the p~rfect 




























3 Broad Street, BridgeWater Center BRIDGEWATER · : 
• (617) 697-7288 ·: 
Open Dally 'tlU 11 p.m. : 
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10 The Comment 
in motional 
in brief •••••••••••• 
South African President Pieter Botha indicated that the 
government will undertake further political changes in order to 
increase the voice of the country's black majority in nat~onal 
· politics. Blacks make up 73% of South Africa's population. 
•••••••••••• 
The space shq,,;tlle Discovery was launched on a highly secretive 
mission last week. Discovery is said to be sending a $300 million 
"spy" satellite into orbit. 
•••••••••••• 
President Konstantin Chernenko reportedly has been ill for the 
past four weeks. The degree of seriousness of the ailment has not 
been disclosed, however. In an U. P .I. statement, President Rea-
gan said he does not believe the reported illness will affect renewed 
nuclear arms talks. Reagan said he intends to be "a little more 
optimistic" than his advisers in chan~es for an arms agreement. 
•••••••••••• 
Archbishop Bernard F. Law was among five American Roman 
Catholic leaders who visited Cuba recently. The delegation helped 
to arrange future talks between President Fidel Castro and Cuba's 
"Catholic Bishops. 
meeting notices ••• 
Dieter's Dilemma 
Du you have a friend, roommate, or know of someone who 
e.ems to have bad eating habits? Do you suspect she may be 
1eading towards anorexia or bulimia? 
A fellow Bridgewater State College student of yours, who is a 
·ec,)vering bulimic, knows and understands many of the problems 
rou are going through and would like to share her experience' with 
1ou and ht:r approach to recovery. 
Plymouth County Room 
(Opposite the Student Union Director's Qff1ce) 
' · Tuesday Evenings 7-9 · . 
An open letter to the 
Students of Bridgewater State 
College: 
Recently, a student of Bridge-
water State College was involved 
in a serious car accident. The 
amount of blood used to help 
save his life practically depleted 
the supply of blood availiable to 
this area. If another serious acci-
dent was to occur in this area, or 
any major surgery was to be per-
formed in the near future, the 
Red Cross would be hard-
pressed to supply the necessary i 
amount of blood to help save 
lives. · 
Now the situation is no longer 
impersonal. One of your fellow 
students is in dire need of vour 
help. · . 
You can help save his life, and 
many others, by participating in 
the Red Cross Bloodmobile on 
January 29, and 30th at Bridge-
water State College. The respon-
sibility is now yours. Please sign 
up to donate one small pint of 
your blood to 'save someone 
else's life ... or your own. 
Thank You. It doesn't hurt to 
save a life, it can only help. 
pg.3 
down to the principal's office 
and rumage through draws 
down there." 
With the new ruling there is 
the possibility of abuse of the 
system but the Supreme Court 
feels that the pros outweigh the 
cons. 
Karen Albaugh, a 20 year old, 
sophomore at Bridgewater State 
agrees with the ruling. "Kids in 
high school are young. Having 
the searches may help put the 
A new M.a~agement Club has been formed and everyone is kids who m;ed hel back on C TH 0 LI C CE1VTER 




Vice Presjdent-Greg Gelineau 
Treasurer-Colin McFarland 
Public Relations Director-Teresa Jennings 
Secretary-Ron Spiegel 
The objective of the club is to help advance management stu-
ients into a positive car~er direction.· Trips, lectures, 'and work-
.hops are just a few ideas we have brewing. We want to hear your 
nput so come to the meeting Tues. January 29, in the Ubrary, 
oorn 238 .. 
Student G9vernment Association 
· February Elections 
The following positions will be available. Any member of the 
student body is eligible to run. 
1 'st Vice President-open to all students 
' Senator~at-Large-open to all students 
Senator Cla$s of "85"-open to seniors only 
. Se'!ator Class of "87"-open to sophmores only 
Nommation papers will be available on Monday, February 4, 
1985. They must be returned to the S.G.A. office, 3~rd floor of the 
Student Union Building no later than 3:00 p.m. Monday, Febru-· 
ary 11, 1985. · . · 
The primary election will be held Tuesday, February 19, and 
Wednesday, February 20, 1985. The final election will be held 
Monday, February 25, and Tuesday, February 26. 
Any .. questions pertaining to the elections may be forwarded to 
the S.G.A. office (ex. 2167 and 2168) in care of the Elections 
Director, Dan bar.cey. ·· 
S.H.A.R.E. (Show Hunger Awareness Really Exists) wishes 
·my on~ ~nterested in planning next year's hunger drive to pleas~ 
~ome JOm us on Thursday, January 31, ll:OO, Rm. 317 Burrill ' 
Ave. 
The Wrestling Team has suffered the loss of many key people 
due to. ~ork commitments. This opens up several weight classes to 
my ehg1ble B.S.C. athlete who would.like to get bael.c out on the 
mats. See Coach Johnson in the small gym.at 4:00 p.m. Monday, 
Thursday, or Friday. 
The Multi-Cultural Committee will be sponsoring the film 
"Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner" on Tuesday, January 
29 at I I :00 a.m. and 7:30.p .. m. in the Dial Access Viewing room of 
~he Maxwell qbrary. . · 
Career Plan!ling and Placemen~ announce~itsspri:ng'85 hours. 
Monday to Fnday, 9:00-5:00 and Wednesday evenings until 8:00. 
ones." 
THE PLACE THE SPACE But what if it wasn't just in 
high school? What if this ruling 
was. carried over to include col-




Students at Bridgewater State 
were asked how they woul.d feel 
about a ruling that would give 
school administration free 
Monday thru Friday - 12:05 
Tuesday - 4:05 
Saturday - 4:00 
Sunday - 9:00 a.m. 
access to their. rooms. , 
· Students were 9'.Utraged at the · 










Coffee ·n Doughnuts 
Irish !'\"ight 
Cookt>uts 
· 20, a senior, said that she would 
not live o~ campus if a ruling like 
that went into effect. The general 
consensus was a definite infrin-
gement on pfiva~y and their Pt1r-
sonal tights. Jeff Hammond.19, 
a sophomore said; .. "If adminis-
trators are going to have that 
type of authority the dorms may 
as well have no doors. We are-
issued keys for privacy, with that 
ruling we would have none!" 
Class Discussion Preparing for Confirmation 
Scripture Study Sacrament of Reconciliation 
Climate for Private and Communal Prayer 
Opportunities for Counseling and Direction 
. Being a hypothetical situation 
we only have ~.o think about how 
we would fod 'if our privacy was 
taken away. But it is a real anx- pg.2 
iety for. public school students. porary suspension of a student, 
Results will have to be the decid- pending jqdicial findings, if 
ing factor on this issue. Mixed " ... the continued presence of the 
feelings will continue to be evi- stud.ent . poses · a continuing 
dei:it. But more often than not -danger to persons or property, 
statistics speak louder than opin- or an ·ongoing threat of disrup-
ions. If sta~istics show that drugs ti on of academic process ... " 
and weapons are decreased, the Examples given of when this 
law will stay in. effect. right will be invoked include 
Kathleen Ryan cases " .. .involving drngs, assault 
· or threats thereof, tampering 
furnished Room for Rent with fire equipment, arson, and 
sexual harrassment and abuse". 
The final change was in the 
appeal process: The time 
between the Judicial Board's 
decision and the appeal's dead-
line has been shortened from 5 to 
3 school days. 
If you have any questions con-
cerning these changes, contact 
the Office of Student Services. . 
Miehe/le Lombardo 
Sr. JoAnn \'l'illetll' 
Fr. Joe Mc:"liamara 
CV pubic mtices I 
Ride Wanted: Ride wanted from 
Wareham to campus and back 
or willing to share driving. Ext. 
2036 or 295-6653. 
Wanted: Dedicated, hard work-
ing people interested in learning 
hands-on about broadcast 
media and/ or business. Com-
mittment and patience are a 
must. Apply to WBIM-FM. 
third fl or of the Student Union 
Building, BSC. 
For Sale: Vector Researdh ste-
reo cassete player. Lists $350.00. 
Sell for $225.00. Tele. 339-3239 
after 8:00 p.m., ask for Steve. 
lill death notkles 1 
A Bridgewater State gradu-
ate was aboard the U.S. C-130 
A that went down off the coast of 
Hondouras last week. Steven D. 
Mantia, 28, a Class of '80 history 
major, is missing and presumed 
dea<l. As of Sunday, Jan. 27, the 
bodies of eight of the 21 people 
aboard had been recovered. 
Officials stated that it was 
· unlikely that anyone survived 
the crash. 
Peter Keelan, a close friend of 
Mantia, said in a telephone 
interview with The Comment 
that Mantia was a physical ed. 
majg~ before switching to his-. 
tory. He was also on the B.S.C. 
football team. Keelan relayed 
that the plane was supposedly on 
... a .. routine mission, although it 
was classified. Apparently they 
went down about 500 yards off 
the Hondouran coast." Kieeland 
·said that Mantia enlisted in the 
summer of 1982. and achieved 
the rank of 2nd Li~utenant Engi-
neer, assigned to the I 93d Infan-
try Brigade, Pa nania. 
Monday, January 28, 1985 
College s·pring Break 1985 
y NA OR LAU ER 
~ 
From JET TOUR FT. LAUDERDALE From 
o Round Trip Jet D11ectly To Daytona 
e Round Trip Jet Direclly To Lauderdale e 6 Days, 7 Nights. Hotel At Ouahty Inn Reef 
Located Directly On The Beach 
e Optional Kitchenetts. Walt Disney World. Epcot Cunter 
And Nightclub Tour 
e 8 Days, 7 Nights. Hott!! Al The Holiday Inn. Ft Lauderdale 
Locatetl 1 mile from thi; beach and 3 1111les from the ci;nter 
of the strip Right next door to ART STOCKS PLAYPEN 
e Discount Books Available 
e Welcome Party 
land Package DAYTONA ONLY 
• Ocean Front Accomodations for 7 
Nights at the Quality Inn Reef 
• Welcome Party with Plenty of FREE BEER 
Drive Down 
• Optional Kitchenettes, Walt D1sneyworld, Epc_ot 
Center and our annual NIGHTCLUB ADVENTURE 
TOURll! 
*Add $39 00 for tax. gratu1t1es and services 
/ 
Departures and Prices 
Jet Tour Jet Tour 
Ft. Lauderdale Daytona 
March 2-9 SZ69 March 2-9 
March 9-16 $279 March 9-16 
March 16-23 s279 March 16-23 
lv!an.:h 23- 30 $269 MJ.rrh 23-30 
* AJd >59 tor tax.:s, gratuities, and ~crvin:~ 
* DEPOSIT DUE FEBRUARY l, 1985 
CONTACT: Montreal Weekend! 
TOWN TOURS 
482 Main Street 
Malden, MA 02148 
(617) 321-3993 
Every Saturday during'' March $49.00 * 
Round Trip Bus plus $19.00 tax and service 





The Comment 11 
: ss:s s}ts:ss• s• % -%%% %% : 
William Schmiedel,18, a 
second semester fre~;hman from 
Danbury, Conn. died Saturday 
as a result of injuries suffered in 
an automibile accident which 
occured on last Friday night, 
January.18. 
college no s .. Big Mac Xpress %%!%%%"' %%%%%/%$• $$$%%% % %%\% %¥ % .: 
The Student Union Game Room will resume pool and pin 
pong tournaments Thursday, January 24 and will ·continue 
throughout the semester. They are held every Tuesday and Thurs-
day from 11 :00 to 12:00. $ l 0 certificates will be awarded to the 
tournament winners. 
Kappa Phi Omega will also sponsor special Valentine's Day 
Candygrams next month. 
Every student eventually 
wonders how he/ she can use 
what he/ she has learned in class 
in the real world. _One enterpris-
ing senior has found a way to put 
his Management Science.. Major 
skills to work. Francisco 
Meneses put into practice his 
knowledge of advertising, mar-
keting, distribution, accounting, 
and management. 
JUNIORS 
Meneses's idea is to deliver hot 
food at a good price to resident 
students. He is beginning usinga 
staff primarly made up of busi-
ness majors who "'know their 
stuff". Their responsibilites 
range from managerial to 
accounting. The service is set to 
begin February 4th. Watch fo 
more details on leaflets and fly 




E LOOKING FOR A FE,W 
WOMEN TO BE OFFICERS 
••• To assume positions of Leadership and Responsi~ilit~ as 
Officers ·of Marines~ Ten weeks of Sum01er. Training following 
your junior year, or upon graduation. In consolidated Officer 
Candidate companies at Quantico, Virginia, you participate in 
many of the same rigorous screening programs as your male 
counterparts. And women who co·mplete the Summer Training 
Session following their junior year are eligible fo,r financia.I 
assistance as seniors. Opportunities exist in· a wide variety of 
qccupational fields, including Air Traffic Control, Administration, 
Data Processing, Supply, and others. Law option ·also available. 
Respon~ibility, Prestige, Travel, Advancement, Competitive Salaries. 
See your Officer Selection Officer whe~ he visits your campus. 
Maybe you can be one of us. The few. The proud. The Marines. 
See Lieutenant John Bryant across 
from the Bookstore MQnday through 
Wednesday,Janriaiy 28 -'30 or call 
451-3012 
12 The Commen .. Monday, January 28, I 985 
Student Union Facilities are Available For You • • • 
FOOD SERVICE 
There are four dining areas within 
the Union, each of which offers a 
variety of .food items. Each day the 
Commuter Cafeteria offers different 
commuter specials on the lµnch 
menu and several times a semester 
there are "international buffets". 
The Sub Shop offers a number of 
hot and cold food items at times 
when the Commuter Cafeteria is 
closed. 
The Bridgewater Dining Room 
has recently undergone a change in 
decor in an effort to create a more 
contemporary restaurant atmos-
phere. 
COMMUTER CAFETERIA HOURS 
Monday - Thursday, 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Friday; 7:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
SUB SHOP HOURS 
Monday - Thursday, 4:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
Friday, 2:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
Saturday, 2:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Sunday, 2:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
BRIDGEWATER DINING ROOM 
Monday - Friday, 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
RATHSKELLER 
Monday - Thursday, 4:00 p.m. to 11:45 p.m. 
Friday, 4:00 p.m. to 12:45 a.m. 
Saturday, 8:00 p.m. to 12:45 a.m. 




All About ... 
The Union 
Opened in September, 1970, the Bridgewater 
State College Student Union has been hailed as one 
of the most outstanding complexes of its type in the 
East. 
The multi-million dollar structure provides 
twenty-seven various types of facilities which 
-include: a 1.450-seat auditorium, a cafeteria-in-the 
round, student organization offices, various 
lounges, college bookstore, Rathskeller, . radio 
station, T.V. studio, music room, formal dining 
room, ballroom, and many other facllities. 
The Student Union -contributes to the 
educational, cultural, and social experiences of 
students by providing activities as mini-courses, 
concerts, I ive drama workshops, movies,· 1ectures, 
and other programs. These are. organized and 
_ coordinated by the Student Union Board of 
Governors, the· Program Committee, and the 
Student Union Staff. 
These services, programs, and activities are 
directed toward providing the College community 
with a wide range of co-curricular learning 
opportunities, not usually found in a classroom 
setting. If you have any questions or suggestions, 
please stop by the Director's Office and discuss 
them with us. 
Bui~ding Hours 
Monday-Thursday ... 7:00 a.m. - 12:00 Midnight 
Friday .................... 7:00 a.m. - 1 :00 a.m. 
Saturday .................. 8:00 a.m. - 1 :00 a.m. 
Sunday ........ ; ... 1 ~ :00 a.m. - 12:00 Midnight 
MOVIEIM.USIC LOUNGE 
The Music Lounge is located on 
the ground floor of the Student 
Union and has over f0,000 albums 
available for your listening pleasure. 
You can have an album played in the 
overhead or you can listen to it 
through a set of individual head 
phones. 
HOURS 
Monday-T,hursday .. 9 A.M.-Midnight 
Friday ............... 9 A.M.-1 A.M, 
Saturday ............. Noon : 1 A.M. 
Sunday .............. Noon - 7 P.M. 
Movies will be played regularly 
according t'o a schedule which will 
be posted in the Movie Lou'nge. 
THE GAME ROOM 
Various games and 






THE PHOTO LAB 
-----••sl'.IQu~. ~P~roMil9~raiMm~co•m·m~itt•e•e-•'-~-~-~-----------~-~~~=.'!:ll-•=::====~~--~A~· ~g~re~a~t~w~a~y~to~u-::::se .. yo~ur .. free time, learn 
Mon day-Friday 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Monday-Thu.-.c:tay 
6 p.in. • 8 p.m. 
Available for your 
viewing pleasure 
T. V. LOUN·GE 






at Reuonable Rat" 
We can meet your printing 
needs with a wide variety 
of paper, poster board 
and ink colors. Other 
services offered 





9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Single Copies $.08 
Bond Paper: $.10 per copy 
Bond Paper: $.05 Matching envelope 
Located on the ground floor 
Student Union 
WBIM 
.;;WB/Mis a variety of good things. It is 
the station to listen to for what's 
happening on campus and off. If you 
can't make a sporting event, tune in 
to WBJM for a live broadcast. WBIM 
is a non-commercial FM Stereo· 
radio station operated by BSC stu-
dents through the Student Union. 
Broadcasting from '91.5/FM Stereo· 
WBIM is on the air from 9:00 a.m. to 
Midnight, Monday thro.ugh Sunday. 
Get invo!ved .- be a disc jockey or a 
news-sportscaster. 
a new hobby and meet new people. 
STUDENT UNION 
RATHSKELLER 
•'The Rat" offers a variety of domestic,and imported 
beer and wine, as well as pizzas, burgers, subs and 
salads. 
Also look for weekly entertainment, movies and 
sporting events on the Big Screen T. V. or try your 
luck at darts or backgammon. 
Mu1t be 20 w/BSC l.D. and MA license. 
Hours: 
Monday - Thursday. 4 p.m. to Midnight 
Friday, 4 .p.m. to 1 a.m. 




A Bridgewater State College l.D. 
Is necessary for admission Into 
the Rathskeller, use of any 
Stu d.ent Un Ion F aclllty, 
admission Into all College 
events and for Library-use. For· 
further Information about 1.0.'.s 
and the 1.0. Schedule, check 
with the Student Union 
Information Booth. 
The Student Union· Program Committee is here ·to serve 
you. If you have suggestions to offer please drop them off in 
the Student Union Information Booth or come to our 
meetings. The Program Committee meets ever( Wednesday 
at 5:30 in the Hanover Room of the Student Union. Class of 
1 f}88, we welcome your suggestions I Listed below is just a 
. sampling of our past events. We're looking forward to your 





Senator William Proxmier 
Gloria Steinem 
National Theater of the Deaf 
Glenn ·Miller ·orchestra 
.. 
Chinese Magic Circus 
: ABC's Simon Sez 
Trent Artebetry 
Victorian Photographs 
Hartford Ballet ·' 
Pocket Mime Theater 
Mardi Gras 
Boston Camerata 
Jon Butcher Axis 
Madrigal l:$ast 
Count Basie Orchestra 
The Blushing Brides 
fhe Fools 
The Dating Game 
Edward Albee 
The Nutcracker 
